Cassat & Dehais
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Materials

Walnut
Chrome steel
Arabescato marble
Manufacturing
C&D workshop in Avezan
Dimension
l: 380 - d: 380 - h: 540
Description
2 small sofa end tables linked to each
other by a magnificent spreading of
walnut and marble

-1- Maki

Sofa end table
In japanese gastronomy, Makizushi is a cylindrical piece, formed with the help of a bamboo mat known as a makisu. Makizushi is
generally wrapped in nori (seaweed) and cut
into six or eight pieces, which constitutes a
single roll order.

-2- Mordoré

Desk

Mordoré is the French word qualifying an
object with golden reflections, usually on a
brown background. It is not a colour strictly
speaking but texture and reflections also
defined as «mordoré» surface.
Materials
Manufacturing
Dimension
Description

Solid walnut from France
Golden brown brass
Cork leather
C&D workshop in Avezan
Bronze work by Laura Demichelis in Paris
l: 1570 - d: 600 - h: 750
One secure chest with 2 large drawers with
secret locks and 2 small drawers inside

-3- Leonardo

Armchair

Leonardo is often depicted wearing a blue eye mask.
His signature weapons are two katanas. Leonardo is
the most serious, the most spiritual, the most disciplined, and the most in-line with Splinter’s teachings and
thoughts. He is best known for being the leader of the
Ninja Turtles as well as the most skilled.

Materials
Manufacturing
Dimension
Description

Walnut
Lacquered steel
Cotton and Bultex foam
C&D workshop in Avezan
Upholstered at Ervilaur, Paris
l: 1150 - d: 950 - h: 950
Comfortable alone or in pairs,
multipositions, naps guaranteed

-4- Nelly

Dressing table

A faceted jewelry shape contains an elaborate multifunctional dressing table.
Drawer, secret hatch, jewelry tree, adjustable bins and illuminated mirror.
A red-tinted French walnut matches the carefully plated orange slate sheet.

Materials

Red stained walnut
Slate sheets
Brass Bronze work
Manufacturing C&D workshop in Avezan
Dimension
l: 660 - d: 660 - h: 850
Description
All the traditional functions
of a dressing table. Even a
secret drawer!

-5- Amorgos

Desk chair

Amorgos is the easternmost island of the Cyclades island group, and
the nearest island to the neighbouring Dodecanese island group in
Greece. The island was featured in Luc Besson’s film The Big Blue.
Agia Anna and the monastery of Panagia Hozoviotissa can be seen
in the film.

Materials

Walnut
Lacquered steel
Cotton and Bultex foam
Manufacturing
C&D workshop in Avezan
Upholstered at Ervilaur, Paris
Dimension
l: 550 - d: 550 - h: 860
Description
Special attention is paid to the choice
of solid walnut for the armrests

-6- Maki

Coffee table

In japanese gastronomy, Makizushi is a cylindrical piece,
formed with the help of a bamboo mat known as a makisu.
Makizushi is generally wrapped in nori (seaweed), and
usually cut into six or eight pieces, which constitutes a
single roll order.

Materials

Walnut
Chrome steel
Arabescato marble
Manufacturing
C&D workshop in Avezan
Dimension
l: 1400 - d: 800 - h: 380
Description
The choice of veneer gives
the piece a magnificent walnut eclat.

-7- LeBloc

Secretary desk

After studying the history of this furniture, we have
identified and underlined two essential functions:
allowing the lid to close and make a personal
cocoon, and the secret drawer that gives a playful
dimension. The design phase oriented us toward
the idea of a «block» inspired by trunks and portable chests of the Spanish sixteenth century, called
«BARGUENO» and placed on a light base.

Materials
Manufacturing
Dimension
Description

Solid walnut from France
Laquered 3D prints
Cork leather
C&D workshop in Avezan
l: 950 - d: 500 - h: 1250
A beautiful ornamental object on
its display stand... which can be
explored on opening.

-8- Lune2B

Roof light

Moonlight is the ambient light perceived at night on Earth, mostly
from its natural satellite. It is a theme taken up by many novelists,
painters, illustrators, filmmakers, storytellers ...

Materials
Dimension
Description

Walnut
Brass
C&D workshop in Libourne
l:2300 - h:800 - d:250
Led line warm white

-9- Tableware

Accessories

Walnut and white resin is the perfect match for objects with the
natural aesthetic and technical properties.

Materials

Walnut
Corian
C&D workshop in Libourne

-10- Custom arrangement

high-end services

Since we created Cassat & Dehais, we design, produce and install bespoke arrangement
for private houses, hotels, restaurants and shops. Our expertise can guide our clients from
the initial drawings to the last finishing touch of the project realization.

Cassat & Dehais
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Contemporary furniture
Customized woodworking
Prototyping
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